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Note: Answer any FIVE full questions. 

1 Explain the different typesof glass available in market and its implication as an 
architectural material for both interior and exterior. (20 Marks) 

Design and draft a frameless glass partition for an ofñde board room with tinted glass finish 
of size of room 3000.x 4500mm and to a height bf 3000mm. Draft key plan, elevation, 
section and any two fixing detail to suitable scale. (20 Marks) 

Draft the structural glazingg cladding for �- commercial mall of opening size 6000mm in 3 

length and 6000mm in height. Draft the following to suitable scale. 
i) Plan ofthe glazing 
ii) Elevation and section 
ii) Glass fitting with two necessarý joinery detail.

(04 Marks) 
(06 Marks) 
(10 Marks) 

Show any two detail of AÇPcladding to suitablesscale. 
Show the fixing detail (any two) of aluminumlõuvers to suitable scale. 

4 a. (10 Marks) 
(10 Marks) b. 

Show the framewonk and any two joinery detail of metal cladding for facades with suitable 
Scale. 

5 a. 

(10 Marks) 
Show the fixing detail of PVC doors of any two joinery.detail with suitable scale. (10 Marks) b. 

Explain the concept and priiciples and methods,of wooden sliding and folding door with 
detailed necessary sketches for it. (20 Marks) 

Design and draft a MSgarage sliding and folding door of size 3000 x 2700mm. Draw plan, 
elevation and �election and any twoEnlarged detail to suitable scale. (20 Marks) 

Explain with nèat sketches of aluminium sliding and folding doors-principles and methods 
of construction and its detailing. (20 Marks) 

Design and detail of skyl+ght for an opening of 3000 x 3000mm in above an offce atrium.
Show schematic plan. Section and two important construction detail to suitable scale. 

(20 Marks) 

Explain the advànítages and its applications of Puf panels and sandwich panels with sketches 
of construction details and fixing details. 

10 
(20 Marks) 

* ** 
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